# Face Coverings: What to Wear

## Location

### Onstage Clinical Spaces
- Clinics
- Inpatient Units
- Procedural Units
- Clinical Hallways

### Public Spaces and Shared Workspaces
- Non-Clinical Hallways
- Cafeteria
  - PPE required except when eating; use plexi glass protection if eating with others
- Entering/Exiting the Facilities
- Workrooms/Break Rooms
- Offices/Cubicles
- Labs

## Required Face Covering*

- Medical-grade mask **AND** face shield
- Cloth **OR** medical-grade mask

*If face shield interferes with work activities, may substitute hospital-approved eye protection for face shields. Contact Hospital Stores to obtain.

**Your leader may require a higher level of protection.

*When alone in a shared workspace or private office: Mask readily available if someone enters workspace*